We want our customers to become world leaders in
uƟlizing simulaƟon driven product development

In our con nuous eﬀorts to supply the Nordic industry with even more eﬀec ve tools and processes for
analysis and simula on, EDR&Medeso has, since a few years ago, included SpaceClaim in its product offerings.
SpaceClaim is one of the most modern and easy to use 3D modelers available on the market today.
Since SpaceClaim is history independent, it is also much easier to create and change geometry than most
of today´s CAD systems, where features and history are highly interdependent. SpaceClaim can read and
modify geometry generated in virtually any major CAD system and standard format.
SpaceClaim for the Analysis Engineer

Challenge:
Engineers o en receive large, complex models from the design
department which require analysis.In alarger organiza ons, the
models may even have to be generated in diﬀerent CAD Systems.
The analysis engineer must change and op mize such models for
analysis purposes. However, the engineer does not have access to,
or, is not an expert in the designer´s diﬀerent CAD systems. He or
she must therefore rely on the CAD specialists to create simplified
models. This process is both tedious and unnecessarily me
consuming

SoluƟon:
SpaceClaim Professional enables the analysis engineer to import and simplify
3D models by removing unnecessary geometry, such as rounds and fillets,
with a single selec on. This reduces the engineer’s dependency on the CAD
specialist for each itera on and improves the produc vity of both.
SpaceClaim supports export of geometry to an analysis solu on through
industry-standard formats including ACIS®, Parasolid®, IGES, STEP, and VDA.
A bi-direc onal interface to ANSYS Workbench is also available.

SpaceClaim for the Analysis Consultance

Challenge:
Analysis Consultants o en experience the same challenges as the
analysis engineer in an organiza on. In addi on to that, the Analysis
Consultant works with mul ple customers, each with their own,
standard CAD system. The Analysis Consultant must maintain each
CAD system, including mul ple so ware versions of each, and retain
expert CAD operators capable of exchanging design data and collabora ng with the customers on their preferred systems. This is
both costly and cumbersome to maintain.

SoluƟon:
SpaceClaim Professional enables Analysis Consultants to import na ve file
formats from many of the major CAD systems and make design modifica ons in
a flexible modeling environment without needing to know how the model was
built. Analysis Consultants can communicate models adapted and op mized for
analysis back to the analysis tools of their preference in a variety of formats.
Design changes based on analysis findings can be communicated back to the
customer as well.
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